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Deleuzian concept of a nomad. The ethnographic

contributions are intended to contextualize

and politicize the idealized notion of ‘smooth,

nomadic space’, and in particular to focus on the

compromises made with powerful actors as well as

points of rebellion. The overtly non-ethnographic

chapters in the volume build on the introduction.

Chapter 2, by Denis Wood, experiments

with multidimensional non-cartographic

ideas of space by exploring the notion

of a niche. Chapter 7, by Brian Donahoe, is one

of several chapters in the volume which explore

cognition with reference to recent research

on synaptic plasticity and the semantic categories

among a variety of groups used to encapsulate

identity. The range of competing approaches

gives the volume a quality of being an open

debate on the relative importance of cognitive

anthropology or the political ecology of space.

David G. Anderson University of Aberdeen

Moretti, Cristina. Milanese encounters: public

space and vision in contemporary urban Italy. xi,

293 pp., maps, table, illus., bibliogr. Toronto:

Univ. Press, 2015. £20.99 (paper)

Cristina Moretti’s book addresses the perception

and representation of public space in

contemporary urban Italy in a time of increasing

commodification of cities and cutbacks to public

services. This ethnography is part of a growing

focus on urban space in Anglo-Saxon

ethnographies of Italy, of which two particularly

prominent examples are Michael Herzfeld’s

Evicted from eternity: the restructuring of modern

Rome (2009) and Nick Dines’s Tuff city: urban

change and contested space in central Naples

(2012). Moretti examines the interaction among

urban planning, media representations, and social

movements in Milan in order to engage with

broader questions regarding Italian society and

politics during and immediately after the

Berlusconi era, with particular attention to

inter-ethnic relations in the wake of the

Mediterranean refugee crisis.

Milan is probably the most European of Italian

cities, and is globally renowned as a capital of

fashion. Moretti analyses the repercussions that

these two features have upon public space,

describing how the imaginary of elegance and

public visibility conflicts with the invisibility of

migrants and other marginalized groups. She

explains how several political organizations have

used and interpreted Milan’s streets and piazzas,

using the analysis of very different social groups,

such as the middle-class members of a street

forum called Vivere Milano, which aimed at

converting central Piazza Duomo into an agora

for public debate in 2004, and the activists of

Milanese social centres, which have been

organizing cultural activities in occupied buildings

for over thirty years. The text is organized around

‘encounters’ with different informants, many of

them Milanese of foreign origin, who accompany

the author through the city and explain to her the

meaning that different places have for them.

Some of these ‘walking conversations’ are

remarkable. The passeggiata with don Felice, a

Mexican Catholic priest who describes public

space as a sand dune, constantly changing its

shape according to the uses that people make of

it (pp. 150-5), recalls Setha Low’s invitation in

‘Spatializing culture’ to describe ethnographically

the social production of public space (American

Ethnologist 23: 4, 1996). Another brilliant passage

is the author’s guided tour with Mohamed Ba, a

Senegalese community organizer (pp. 201-34).

Ba is also a dramatist and performer, and the tour

is narrated as a theatrical piece, juxtaposing the

informant’s performance in space with scenes of

the ethnographer drafting at the typewriter, in an

interesting montage of light and shade between

fieldwork and writing. Moretti’s narrative

stretches the borders of ethnographic writing,

through dramatization, sensory ethnography, and

an abundant use of photographs. Consistent with

her concern with visibility, she exposes in full view

the raw material from which her theories develop,

including her own autobiography: she grew up in

Milan, but having spent many years abroad, she

now looks at the city as an outsider.

The book’s limitation, however, is in its

ambition to cover the whole city. Ethnography

requires a well-defined group or territory in order

to contribute to the understanding of social

phenomena. The cases studied here are too

many, and the author often reproduces the

informant’s self-representation instead of offering

a thorough analysis of each one. The criteria for

choosing the informants are also arbitrary: for

instance, the short-lived experience of Vivere

Milano seems to me scarcely relevant if compared

with other political uses of public space that

developed during the same years (an example

could be the Five Star Movement, whose

headquarters are in Milan). Moreover, the

informants do not ‘encounter’ each other: they

appear as monads, suspended in the ocean of city

life, while the city as a whole, and the

potentialities of urban ethnography to describe it,

remain unaddressed.

Moretti deals with issues that are timely and

crucial in contemporary Italian debates, which
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benefit from a critical gaze from a different

cultural tradition: for instance, the role of social

centres in creating spaces and services alternative

to the state, or the legacy of events such as Expo

2015. However, following a trend recently

criticized by Victor Crapanzano (‘The ends – and

end – of anthropology’, Paideuma 56, 2010), she

preferred to engage Anglo-Saxon scholars (or

Italian scholars writing in English) rather than the

local scientific debate. Italian social scientists such

as Tommaso Vitale, Paolo Cottino, or Andrea

Staid – brilliant observers of Milan’s urban space,

migrations, and contested uses of the city – or the

seminal work of Franco Alasia and Danilo

Montaldi on migrations and urban space in Milan

(Milano, Corea: inchiesta sugli immigrati negli anni

del ‘miracolo’, 1959) are not included in her

bibliography. Moretti’s project is relevant and

experimental; yet, without proper

contextualization, her depiction of Milan may be

too generic and fit any other big city of the world.

Stefano Portelli Sapienza University of Rome

States and governance

Fassin, Didier et al. At the heart of the state: the

moral world of institutions. xi, 288 pp., bibliogr.

London: Pluto Press, 2015. £24.99 (paper)

This compelling account of moralities engaged in

the French state’s management of social

problems reveals the complexity faced by

functionaries whose work variously supports,

punishes, and attempts to reform the country’s

most precarious citizens. It consigns still-prevalent

images of the state as a monolithic monster to the

dustbin, fleshing out the Foucauldian critique of

that misrepresentation through a mixed-methods

approach in which, in particular, historically

contextualized ethnography and interviews clarify

‘the diversity of its [i.e. the state’s] rationalities’

(p. ix).

This approach conjoins the tempo of social

interactions, the temporality of personal histories,

and the sometimes glacial but always

unpredictable pace of institutional change. In an

age when neoliberal managerialism provokes

caricatures as simplistic as the social cures

proposed by its exponents, Didier Fassin and his

team offer an absorbingly nuanced analysis of

how a central institution shapes and responds to

its margins. They illustrate how state actors’

moral entailments display the drag of past

ideologies and present restrictions as well as the

impact – however fractured, limited, and uneven

– of those actors’ consequent actions on the

lurching development of state-citizen relations.

The main body of the book is divided into

three sections, each title nicely highlighting the

key strains of state management: judging,

repressing, supporting. In each theme, elements

of the others appear. The individual essays, as

well as Fassin’s introductory chapter on

‘governing precarity’ (in which the main focus is

on the development of subjectivities among

functionaries and clients alike), open with

conventionally but effectively deployed vignettes,

which then segue to historical background; they

thereby establish useful intersections between

social and temporal contexts. Under ‘Judging’,

Chowra Makaremi examines legal process in the

‘real time’ of ‘immediate appearance’ trials,

showing how the pace of judgement is affected

by the search for evidence of recidivism, itself an

inexorably expanding concern of state authorities.

Mandatory sentencing laws merge with contrary

pressures to reduce incarceration, exposing

decisions to personal predilection and career

orientations. Nicolas Fischer similarly tackles

trade-offs between legal rigour and humanitarian

concerns in assessing immigrant residence

applications, showing how moral discourses

frame the justification of eventual decisions, while

Carolina Kobelinsky tackles the terms in which

asylum seekers’ credibility is assessed and shows

that differences in the assessors’ backgrounds

partially but not always predictably determine

whether suspicion or empathy will prevail. A

salutary warning about anthropologists’ own

analyses lies in the clearly contingent character of

the assessors’ claims to ‘objectivity’, while the

insertion of brief disclaimers or modifying phrases

in otherwise negative assessments signals a

lurking desire to staunch moral discomfort such

as could otherwise undermine judges’ faith in an

increasingly harsh system.

Under ‘Repressing’, Fassin shows how

‘symbolically affirming the government’s interest

for these disadvantaged populations’ (p. 100) has

increasingly yielded to an audit-culture evaluation

of police performance, reinforced by lingering

colonial racism that targets specific groups.

Despite the braking effect of conscientious

personnel, Fassin suggests, such audit-conscious

official rationales always generate abuse, reducing

police ethics and professionalism to ‘fragile

resources’ (p. 114). Fabrice Fernandez, with a

sharp look at excuses, shows how the

incarcerated must play the game of suffering as

just punishment in order to have their treatment

alleviated, thereby reinforcing the ‘moral

economy of punishment’ itself. Yasmine Bouagga
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